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Lite-On replaces the old standard 5D with a newer 5D and a 5Dm system, this new DSLR series puts advanced features into a compact, easy-to-use
package. The camera features sharp, clear HD video at 1280 x 720 pixels, a 720p standard definition movie mode at 100 frames per second, and a
new Full HD Movie mode at 50, 25, or 10 fps. Auto shooting, auto focus, auto bracket, auto exposure bracket, manual focus, easy-to-use controls,
and more, all in a slim and compact package. With the new and improved DMC-LX180 for the Canon Digital M series, the LX series succeeds the
existing LX100 which was developed almost 15 years ago. The LX150 can be used as a front grip or rear grip, as a stand-alone grip, or attach it to
the camera body. The camera also features weather proof functions and has a unique interchangeable lens system. The lens is made of plastic and
the camera body is made of metal, making it durable and weather proof. Fashioned of anodized aluminum, the camera body is classy but not too
heavy. The lens can be switched out, allowing for different focal lengths. Equipped with a fixed focusing system with a focusing ring on the lens, as
opposed to microadjusting the lens, the camera is sturdy and solid to the touch. The camera also has a micro USB port on its rear panel, as well as
a removable SD card slot and an on/off switch. The camera automatically detects the type of memory card, according to its size, and can be used
with standard, micro, and extended capacity SD cards. In-Camera image information such as aperture, shutter speed, and white balance can be
viewed on the LCD screen. The camera has an anti-dust function, and can be equipped with a variety of filters to alter its effects. Features: · The
new DMC-LX180 has a Canon L-series lens. · The camera can be used as a stand-alone grip. · The lens can be attached to the camera body with a
variety of adapter rings. · The camera is weather proof with an anti-dust function and a universal lens mount. · The camera can be connected to a
computer via the 3.5mm camera sync connector. · The camera has an anti-shake function to stabilize images. · The camera can
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